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Background

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project started out as research into the history and lessons learned from wilderness fire management in the large wilderness areas of the northern RockiesThis project involved interviews with current and past wilderness fire managers to fill in holes in the literatureWill go into the lessons learned, b/c I think its important to remind ourselves what we learned from wilderness fire as we think about how to strengthen itDuring these interviews, it became clear that the people I was talking to were dedicated to the wilderness fire program, but were fearful that the program was potentially in danger Current challenges outweigh current opportunitiesBecame interested in asking these managers how they think the program could be strengthened going forward, and how management of wilderness fire could be made easier



Lessons learned

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The important lessons learned from my interviews that really lead me to become interested in this question



Wilderness fire is important!



Wilderness fire is important!

Ecologically

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Restore landscape mosaicsRestore animal habitatSoil water holding capacityReference point for ecological processes



Wilderness fire is important!

Guiding management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Large wilderness areas made reintroduction of fire to the landscape less riskyImportant to re-emphasize that the wilderness fire program changed the thinking about fire management: full suppression, 100% of the time  managing fire



Long-term fire management
Outside & inside wilderness

https://missoulian.com/news/local/article_9580d040-c3b1-11df-bbb9-001cc4c03286.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the interviews, becames very clear that what we learn in wilderness areas in terms of ecology & fire management is also important because it has been used outside wilderness areas as wellOutside wilderness – in 2000, begin to see impact of climate on fires-350,000 acres burned in Bitterroot ValleyFor a lot of those fires, there was not much managers could have done1st time managers are letting large fires burn outside of wilderness with minimal managementExperience of managing long-term fire events- had the knowledge of where resources would be the most effective, which fires posed the least riskRisk assessment: How to incorporate drought conditions, long term weather forecastsThinking about values at risk, planning for them ahead of timeSPRD: wrapping cabins early in the season, after a fire startWhere is it safe to put firefighters?



Importance of personality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over and over, interview subjects stressed the importance of personality to a strong wilderness fire programForests with strong wilderness fire programs have managers with strong wilderness ethicWilderness ethic: commitment to the wilderness actAllowing natural processes to play outKeep wilderness as “untrammeled by man” as possibleStrong relationships (across boundaries, with regional office) allows a program to be more successful as wellEx: Mike Munoz



How can we strengthen the 
wilderness fire program?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, we know that wilderness fire is important both ecologically & in terms of strengthening and diversifying our management approaches to fireBut over and over in my interviews I would hear that the wilderness fire program is suffering, potentially losing steamSo, how can we reverse this trend, and instead continue to grow & strengthen the wilderness fire program, and by extension our management of fire outside wilderness areas?



How can we strengthen the 
wilderness fire program?

“Is this program by design, 
or is this program by chance?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quote from one of my interviews sums up well the challenges to the programHe, in the interview, argued that it is by choice - Strong personalities sustain the programWilderness ethicSuccess of program placed above their own careerHow can we make the success of wilderness fire by design?�



“Leadership needs to 
provide clear intent…

Develop the sideboards 
and realize there is no 

straight line down”



Presenter
Presentation Notes
National & regional offices provide & clearly state a framework for the program, and then continuously support the program



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Managers then need to know how to work successfully within this frameworkSo, what solutions have my interview subjects suggested to do this?



• Budget changes

• Fire management 
modules

• Lessen career risk

• Provide incentives

Policy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the national level, the wilderness fire program could be strengthened with policy changesThese could include:Restructuring the budget so that more money is available for post-fire recoveryEx from interviewsMore teams specifically dedicated to long term fire management(like the one here in region 1) Lessen career risk to managersProvide incentivesTook away the acres burned incentive- what can we replace it with under the current decision making structure?



• Budget changes

• Fire management 
modules

• Lessen career risk

• Provide incentives

Policy
• State support

• Define goals

• Emphasize 
wilderness

• Public education

Outreach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over and over heard that ppl @ regional & national level too often are silent when a wilderness fire is actually burning – this needs to change, so that there is less friction with the local district ranger or forest supervisorRegional/national leaders need to define the goals of the program – what are we hoping to achieve by allowing for wilderness fire?FLUSH THIS OUT- WELDON INTERVIEW?Part of this defining goals is to make sure when we take about wilderness fire, these regional & national leaders talk about the ethics of wilderness just as much as they talk about the ecological importance of fireHard to do, because it is less tangible, but if wilderness is to be untrammeled by man than we should be attempting to allow as many fires to burn as possible, especially in the larger wilderness areasSmokey Bear did too good of a job – need to re-harness such marketing techniques to sell wilderness fire One of my interview subjects pointed out that, in terms of acres managed and cost per acre, this is the best program the forest service has ever producedWe aren’t telling enough people this



Foster wilderness ethic
• Mentorships
• Ecological training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IF having a manager on the ground with a string wilderness ethic is curcial, than a primary goal at the local level should be fostering this wilderness ethicWhen I asked interview subjects what had fostered their own wilderness ethic, they often said it was either thru an ecological background that allowed them to appreciate the role of fire in western forests, or through mentorships that instilled in them the importance of fire as a natural distrubance agentMentorships can also play another role in that a few interview subjects mentioned not wanting to let a mentor, or a member of the old guard downIn other words, just the knowledge that there was someone out there who would be calling them up and asking them why didn’t you allow that fire to burn was enough to provide some incentive for wilderness fire management



Foster wilderness ethic
• Mentorships
• Ecological training

Long-term management skills
• Qualifications
• Mentorships
• Transfer of knowledge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beyond having teams more specifically trained in long-term and wilderness fire management, it was repeatedly asserted in interviews that having more individuals at the local level comfortable with making long term fire management decisions would be beneficial to wilderness fire overall Managers taskled with the decision of whether or not to suppress a fire would greatly benefit from such skillsCan be gained through: Qualifications that can be gained through courses such as fire behavior analyst or strategic operations plannerQuesiton is: how to incetivize these courses?Hard to learn how to manage a long duration event in a classroom That’s where mentorship  comes in – being able to have someone there for the first couple of rodeos, when the decision to manage a fire is hardest Over and over again it was emphasized how important knowing the local area is, especially when making long term management decisionsSomeone can work on a district for 20 years, learn a lot about fire behavior in that particular area, and then just walk away without passing any of that along to their successor Finding a way to make that transfer of knowledge easier on both parties could greatly benefit wilderness fire at the local level



Foster wilderness ethic
• Mentorships
• Ecological training

Long-term management skills
• Mentorships
• Qualifications
• Transfer of knowledge

Investment from wilderness 
program

• Training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another general theme from a few of the interviews I conducted was gthat too opften we rely on the fire folks on a forest to keep the wilderness fire program going, but to truly strengthen the program we need full buy-in from the wilderness folks as wellSolution to this is to educate and train wilderness employees, such as rangers, on the ecological importance of fire so they can communicate it to the public they interact with also: training in basic fire fighting so that they can pitch inDeb Mucklow-Starling @ SPRD



Foster wilderness ethic
• Mentorships
• Ecological training

Long-term management skills
• Mentorships
• Qualifications
• Transfer of knowledge

Investment from wilderness 
program

• Training

Transparency with public

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just like at the national & regional level, outreach and communication with the public is important at the local levelNeeds to happen before, during, and after a fire Before & after – why is fire important? What are the goals of the programDuring – what is the plan for this particular fire? What risks are involved?



Foster wilderness ethic
• Mentorships
• Ecological training

Long-term management skills
• Mentorships
• Qualifications
• Transfer of knowledge

Investment from wilderness 
program

• Training

Transparency with public

• Budget changes

• Fire management 
modules

• Lessen career risk

• Provide incentives

Policy
• State support

• Define goals

• Emphasize 
wilderness

• Public education

Outreach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, to summarize, what has emerged from the interviews to strengthen the wilderness fire program is 2 track approacj: At the national & regional level, change how the forest service acts and talks about wilderness fireAt the local level, make sure the workforce has the training, outlook, and communication skills to best implement wilderness fire 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recognize budget limitations BUT what benefits wilderness fire ultimately benefits non-wilderness as well – save money by investing in �non-suppression tactics
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Questions? Thoughts?
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